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Matter 4 – Settlement Hierarchy (Spatial Strategy), Development 
Principles & Approach to the Green Belt 

 
 
Issue 1: Whether the distribution of development is justified and consistent with the 
local evidence base and national planning policy. 
 
 
Q4.1) Is the submitted strategy the most sustainable when considered against 
reasonable alternatives?  Please explain.  What other spatial strategy options were 
considered and why were they rejected?  How has Sustainability Appraisal assessed 
and recorded the process? 
 
Yes, the submitted strategy is the most sustainable.  This is supported through the 
Sustainability Appraisal (D6) and the Accessibility and Settlement Hierarchy Study (L1). 
 
Section four of the Sustainability Assessment Report (January 2017 - D6) provides a 
commentary on the alternative development strategies considered as part of each stage in 
the evolution of the Borough Plan. This includes at, paragraph 4.1.36 onwards, a summary 
of the spatial options considered at the Issues and Options stage and the Council’s 
reasoning for the preferred option chosen. A Sustainability Assessment was prepared for 
each stage of the Borough Plan’s evolution and the recommendation of each were 
considered by the Borough Council’s Full Council meeting when resolving to proceed with 
formal public and stakeholder consultation.            
 
The Issues and Options Report (A4) set out eight spatial options on how the growth 
requirements could be met. These were as follows: 

 Option 1: Sequential approach - development focused on the existing urban area 
before being directed to the countryside, Area of Restraint and then Green Belt. 

 Option 2: North-south corridor - development would be directed along a north-south 
corridor through the Borough following the main arterial road of the A444 and the 
Nuneaton-Coventry railway line. 

 Option 3: Nuneaton focus - development would be (a) north of Nuneaton, (b) east of 
Nuneaton and (c) west of Nuneaton. 

 Option 4: Bedworth focus - development would be east and west of Bedworth. 
 Option 5: Small urban extensions – development would be spread across the whole 

Borough. 
 Option 6: Land south of the M6 motorway - development would be located on the 

southern edge of Bedworth South but primarily in Bedworth North. 
 Option 7: Land north of the M6 motorway - development would be located on the 

western edge of Bedworth South but primarily in southern half of Bedworth North, 
close to Goodyers End and Bedworth Heath. 

 Option 8: Land north and south of the M6 Motorway – development would be located 
on the southern and western edge of Bedworth South but primarily Bedworth North. 

 
The spatial options 1 to 5 considered alternative options for accommodating Nuneaton and 
Bedworth’s growth. Options 6 to 8 considered alternative options to accommodate growth 
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associated with Coventry. Options 6 to 8 were included as there was unlikely to be sufficient 
land within Coventry to meet its own requirements over the plan period. All options involved 
the focus of development in the existing urban areas as far as possible and once all suitable 
urban land was exhausted, development be directed to other parts of the Borough. The 
precise quantum of development associated with Coventry’s growth was unknown at this 
stage, however, it was estimated to be 4,000 dwellings.  
At this stage of the Local Plan preparation the proposals within the spatial options did not 
have clear geographic boundaries and dimensions and therefore the effects of the spatial 
options on a number of the SA objectives could not be determined. For example, the precise 
quantum of development in flood risk areas, the Green Belt and the countryside. These 
elements were assessed in detail during the Preferred Options stage onwards, when site 
specific information on allocations was available. The SA (A4 - paragraph 3.16.1), for options 
1 to 5 concluded that: 
 
“The  appraisal  of  the  spatial  options  for  Nuneaton  and  Bedworth  reveals  that  there  is  
much commonality between the options in relation to their impacts on the SA objectives and 
each option has sustainable merits and drawbacks. Although it appears that Options  3 (a, b 
and c) and 4 score best overall as they reduce the geographic spread of development, 
contribute to the intensity, viability and vitality of the Borough’s existing urban areas, 
contribute to economic growth in deprived areas as well as potentially rationalising and 
enhancing public transport corridors. Furthermore the delivery of new development under 
these options is likely to deliver a critical mass of development to enable significant 
development contributions towards community and transport infrastructure.” 
 
For the options 6 to 8, the SA (A4 - paragraph 3.21.1) concluded that: 
 
“On the basis of the initial appraisal, it appears that Option 7 would be the best suited growth 
option to meet the needs of the community and delivering the Coventry growth requirements 
in a sustainable manner. The development footprint under Option 7 is framed by the M6 and 
the Borough’s administrative boundary and therefore forms the most logical area for 
expansion compared to Options 6 and 8. The M6 will also provide a hard edge to 
development and will help prevent development sprawling south of the M6. Option 7 
performs particularly well in terms of the integration of development with existing transport 
infrastructure, enhancement and self-sufficiently of Bedworth town centre, benefits to 
existing areas of deprivation, provision of housing opportunities, economic growth and 
access to existing employment opportunities, local facilities and services.” 
 
The consultation responses to the Issues and Options indicated that there was very little 
difference in opinion between the spatial options. The most popular option was option five 
(small urban extensions), which set out development in a number of small urban extensions. 
Strong concerns were raised over the loss of Green Belt land in the Borough due to 
development, as well as the significant increase in traffic that could be created. Worries were 
also set out about the loss of character in the town centre, with fears they would become 
merged together or with Coventry. There was, however, support for the principle of 
spreading development evenly throughout the Borough. 
 
The accessibility and settlement hierarchy study (L1) identifies which settlements in the 
Borough are the most sustainable, along with a recommendation for a settlement hierarchy 
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for the Borough Plan. The overall scores for the settlement hierarchy indicates that 
Nuneaton is considered more sustainable than the rest of the settlements in the Borough by 
offering a greater quantity of services and facilities. There are some clear similarities in 
terms of the facilities and services on offer between Nuneaton and Bedworth, with Bedworth 
only falling down by not having a hospital or defined District Centre within its settlement 
boundary. Despite having the majority of facilities and services Bedworth has far fewer of 
these than Nuneaton.  Bulkington has significantly less services than Bedworth, but scores a 
much higher sustainability score than Keresley and Ash Green / Neal’s Green, which have 
roughly the same level of provision. This would indicate that Bulkington is a sustainable rural 
settlement and also more sustainable than Keresley and Ash Green / Neal’s Green. The 
scoring criteria used to assess the settlements are set out at Table 1 (page 5) of the study, 
along with an explanation of why the criterion was selected. The level of growth proposed at 
Policy DS5 of the Borough Plan reflects the settlement hierarchy proposed in that the 
majority of the growth is proposed in Nuneaton, followed by Bedworth, Bulkington and Ash 
Green. The settlement hierarchy formed part of the site selection process as set out in the 
Housing Topic Paper (NBBC/33). 
 
Q4.2) Does the Memorandum of Understanding relating to the planned distribution of 
housing within the Coventry & Warwickshire Housing Market Area include any spatial 
dimension such as requiring development arising from the unmet needs of Coventry 
to be located either adjacent to the City’s boundary or along key transport corridors 
that connect into the City?    
 
The Memorandum of Understanding (NBBC/18.2) relating to the planned distribution of 
housing within the Coventry and Warwickshire Housing Market Area does not include any 
spatial dimension to require development arising from the unmet needs of Coventry to be 
located either adjacent to the City’s boundary or along key transport corridors that connect 
into the city This Memorandum of Understanding has now been signed by Nuneaton and 
Bedworth Borough Council. 
 
Q4.3) Explain whether other locations in the Borough proximate to Coventry have 
been assessed in sustainability appraisal as part of an alternative spatial strategy for 
meeting the housing and employment land requirements? Which parts of the Borough 
are within the Coventry Travel to Work Area?  Has accessibility to, and availability and 
capacity of, services outside of the Borough boundary informed the spatial strategy?     
 
Options 6 to 8 considered alternative options to accommodate growth associated with 
Coventry. Options 6 to 8 were included as there was unlikely to be sufficient land within 
Coventry to meet its own requirements over the plan period. All options involved the focus of 
development in the existing urban areas as far as possible and once all suitable urban land 
was exhausted, development be directed to other parts of the Borough. The precise 
quantum of development associated with Coventry’s growth was unknown at this stage, 
however, it was estimated to be 4,000 dwellings. 
 
The Sustainability Appraisal at the Issues and Options stage (A4) assessed different spatial 
options, which included directing growth in the vicinity of Coventry. The Sustainability 
Appraisal (2017) [D6] has assessed sites that are within Borough that are proximate to 
Coventry. As summarised at Appendix E of Sustainability Appraisal (2017) [D6], 42 
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alternative employment sites and 30 alternative housing sites were assessed during the 
evolution of the Borough Plan. This includes the following sites which are situated in the 
south of the Borough around Junction 3 of the M6 but which have not subsequently formed 
allocated sites: 

 NB5 – Land at Blackberry Lane;  
 NB12 - Land at Burbages Lane, Neal’s Green; 
 NB26 – Land at Burbages Lane / Wheelwright Lane, Neal’s Green; 
 NB40 (B), (C) and (D) – Land at Church Lane, Bowling Green Lane and St Giles 

Road, Exhall; 
 NB44 - Land at Newland Hall Farm; 
 NB44, NB45 & NB110 - Land at Newland Hall Farm; 
 NB46 – Land at Prologis Park (Zone 2);  
 NB70 – Land at Exhall Road, Keresley; 
 NB93 – Land east of Coventry Welsh RFC; 
 NB95 -Land at McDonnell Drive; 
 NB97 - Land at McDonnell Drive; 
 NB95 & 97 - Land at McDonnell Drive; 
 NB110 - Land at Baker’s Farm; 
 NB115 – Land at Newland Hall Farm; 
 NB113, - Land at Baker’s Farm; 
 NB114 (EX/07/08) – Land at Burbages Lane; 
 NB117 (PDA 9)– Land at Parrott’s Grove / Hawkesbury Lane; 
 P.11 – Central Boulevard - Prologis 
 EX19 – Land to the south of Exhall Road 
 EX/05/08 – Land at Chasewood Lodge 

 
Please refer to Plan 4.1(page 75) and Plan 4.5 (Page 99) in the Sustainability Appraisal 
(2017 - D6) and the attached location plans.   
 
The whole borough is within the Coventry travel to work area, as illustrated below at figure 1. 
Therefore, all spatial options considered are within this area. 
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Figure 1: Travel to work area for Coventry Source: Nomis (2017) https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/ 

 
In terms of access to services and existing infrastructure, the joint SHLAA methodology (J7) 
has a criterion which assesses the “accessibility to local facilities”. This criterion is not limited 
by administrative boundaries and asks is the site within reasonable walking distance of local 
services and facilities. It is also worth noting that one of the SA’s objectives (objective two) is 
to ‘enhance the vitality of town centres’; this objective only applies to the town centres within 
the borough, therefore this is also a consideration in the SA of the sites assessed. 
 
Q4.4) Does the spatial strategy in Policy DS2 reflect paragraph 179 of the Framework 
in terms of local planning authorities working collaboratively with other bodies to 
ensure that strategic priorities across local boundaries are properly coordinated and 
clearly reflected in individual Local Plans?   
 
Yes, the spatial strategy reflects paragraph 179 of the NPPF. The council has been working 
together with Coventry City Council (and the rest of the sub-region) “to meet development 
requirements which cannot wholly be met within their own areas – for instance, because of a 
lack of physical capacity or because to do so would cause significant harm to the principles 
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and policies of this Framework”. In helping to meet the overall development requirements, 
the council has assessed the most appropriate and sustainable locations in which this 
growth should be located. 
 
 
Q4.5) Explain why the strategy of concentrating new development around Nuneaton is 
the most appropriate for sustainable growth and justify the approach of two strategic 
urban extensions for the town (North of Nuneaton & Arbury).   
 
The accessibility and settlement hierarchy study (L1) identifies which settlements in the 
Borough are the most sustainable, along with a recommendation for a settlement hierarchy 
for the Borough Plan. The overall scores for the settlement hierarchy indicates that 
Nuneaton is considered more sustainable than the rest of the settlements in the Borough by 
offering a greater quantity of services and facilities. There are some clear similarities in 
terms of the facilities and services on offer between Nuneaton and Bedworth, with Bedworth 
only falling down by not having a hospital or defined District Centre within its settlement 
boundary. Despite having the majority of facilities and services, Bedworth has far fewer of 
these than Nuneaton.  Bulkington has significantly less services than Bedworth, but scores a 
much higher sustainability score than Keresley and Ash Green / Neal’s Green, which have 
roughly the same level of provision. This would indicate that Bulkington is a sustainable rural 
settlement and also more sustainable than Keresley and Ash Green / Neal’s Green. The 
scoring criteria used to assess the settlements are set out at Table 1 (page 5) of the study, 
along with an explanation of why the criterion was selected. The level of growth proposed at 
Policy DS5 of the Borough Plan reflects the settlement hierarchy proposed in that the 
majority of the growth is proposed in Nuneaton, followed by Bedworth, Bulkington and Ash 
Green. The settlement hierarchy formed part of the site selection process as set out in the 
Housing Topic Paper (NBBC/33). 
 
 
Q4.6) Is the Plan’s spatial strategy robust and sufficiently flexible to accommodate 
higher homes and jobs figures and/or able to respond to changing circumstances?  
(NPPF paragraph 153)  
 
The Borough Plan is regarded as flexible enough to respond to unexpected changes in 
circumstances. The plan will be annually monitored to assess effectiveness of the Plan’s 
policies and if it is necessary the council will review the plan in line with the NPPF 
(paragraph 153). The Borough Plan has a degree of flexibility built within the housing supply 
as set out in Q3.2, which accords with the Plan’s spatial strategy. In addition, the PPG (12-
008-20140306) states that, “most Local Plans are likely to require updating in whole or in 
part at least every 5 years. Reviews should be proportionate to the issues in hand. Local 
Plans may be found sound conditional upon a review in whole or in part within 5 years of the 
date of adoption.  
 
Q4.7) Explain the evidence that Bulkington can sustainably accommodate the 
additional scale of development proposed (691 dwellings).  What is the connectivity 
from Bulkington by non-car modes to higher order centres (including Coventy) and 
areas of employment?  
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The accessibility and settlement hierarchy study (L1) identifies which settlements in the 
Borough are the most sustainable, along with a recommendation for a settlement hierarchy 
for the Borough Plan. Although Bulkington does not have as many services and facilities as 
Nuneaton or Bedworth it is considered to be a sustainable rural settlement due to the 
number of services it does have. It has a much higher sustainability score than Keresley and 
Ash Green / Neal’s Green, which have roughly the same level of provision In addition, 
Bulkington, has good connections with Nuneaton and Bedworth. This would indicate that 
Bulkington is a sustainable location for growth and is more sustainable than Keresley and 
Ash Green / Neal’s Green. The scoring criteria used to assess the settlements are set out at 
Table 1 (page 5) of the study, along with an explanation of why the criterion was selected. 
The level of growth proposed at Policy DS5 of the Borough Plan reflects the settlement 
hierarchy proposed in that the majority of the growth is proposed in Nuneaton, followed by 
Bedworth, Bulkington and Ash Green. In addition, both HSG7 and HSG8 have been 
assessed through the sustainability appraisal (D7) and no significant issues were raised 
through this assessment. The information which follows identifies the existing context for 
HSG7 and HSG8. 
 
HSG7 - East of Bulkington 
 
HSG7 is approximately 500 m away from Bulkington Village District Centre and 2.1 miles 
from Bedworth Town Centre. The village district centre has facilities to meet day-to-day local 
needs including: retail shops; public houses; a bank; a cafe; hairdressers; and hot food 
takeaways. There is also a small parade of shops off Rugby Road, around 275 m to the 
south of HSG7. The Weaver’s Arms Public House on Long Street is approximately 150 m to 
the east of the southern parcel of the site. Arden Forest Infant and St James C of E 
Academy (junior) are within Bulkington village and are less than 500 m from the strategic 
site. Nicholas Chamberlaine School (secondary) is to the west of Bulkington along Bedworth 
Road. Community and recreation facilities are provided at Bulkington Recreation Ground 
and Bulkington Village Community Centre, both within 500 m of HSG7. GP facilities are 
relatively close to HSG7, with Bulkington Surgery on School Road approximately 470 m 
away from the southern parcel of the site on Lancing Road. The nearest allotments are off 
Barnacle Lane, around 680 m from the Lancing Road end of the site. 
 
In terms of public transport, the northern parcel of HSG7 is approximately two miles away 
from Bedworth Train Station where services run to Nuneaton with stops at Bermuda Park 
and Coventry, as well as a stop at Coventry Arena. Stagecoach service No. 56 runs along 
Nuneaton Road, and there are bus stops on Nuneaton Road close to the northern parcel of 
HSG7. Service No.56 connects Bulkington with Nuneaton, Bedworth and Coventry. 
Frequency - every 30 minutes during weekdays. In addition, Travel de Courcey service 
No.74 stops on Western Lane, some 200 m to the north of HSG7 and stops in Bulkington 
Village Centre, around 500 m to the southeast. This daytime service connects Bulkington 
with Nuneaton and Coventry via Wolvey and Walsgrave Hospital. Frequency - every 2 
hours.   
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HSG8 west of Bulkington 
 
The south-eastern corner of the strategic housing site off Coventry Road is approximately 
350 m away from Bulkington Village District Centre. The northern parcels of the site are 
approximately 1.3 miles from Bedworth Town Centre, with the south-eastern corner of the 
site being approximately 2.3 miles if utilising existing pathways. The village district centre 
has facilities to meet day-to-day local needs including: retail shops; public houses; a bank; a 
cafe; hairdressers; and hot food takeaways.  Arden Forest Infant and St James C of E 
Academy (junior) are within Bulkington village and are less than 1 km from the strategic site. 
Nicholas Chamberlaine School (secondary) is approximately 1.3 km to the west of the 
strategic site along Bedworth Road. Community and recreation facilities are provided at 
Bulkington Recreation Ground and Bulkington Village Community Centre, both within 0.5 km 
of the strategic site.GP facilities are relatively close to HSG8, with Bulkington Surgery on 
School Road approximately 450 m away from the south-eastern edge of the strategic site. 
The nearest allotments are off Barnacle Lane, around 500 m to the east of the southern end 
of the site. 
 
In terms of public transport, the northern parcels of HSG8 are approximately 1.2 miles away 
from Bedworth Train Station where services run to Nuneaton with stops at Bermuda Park 
and Coventry, as well as a stop at Coventry Arena. Stagecoach service No. 56 runs along 
Bedworth Road, between two parcels of land within the HSG8 strategic allocation. There are 
bus stops on Bedworth Road, close to its junction with Severn Road. Service No.56 
connects Bulkington with Nuneaton, Bedworth and Coventry. Frequency - every 30 minutes 
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during weekdays. In addition, Travel de Courcey service No.74 stops in Bulkington Village 
Centre. This daytime service connects Bulkington with Nuneaton and Coventry via Wolvey 
and Walsgrave Hospital. Frequency - every 2 hours. 
 

 
 
Issue 2: Development Principles – Policies DS1 and DS3 
 
Q4.8) Is there a need for Policy DS1 ‘the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development’, given the extent to which it recites paragraph 14 of the NPPF?   
 
It is important that the planning system does everything possible to support economic growth 
and sustainable development. The NPPF sets out the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development and the need for sustainable economic growth. It is also now widely recognised 
that Local Plans should reflect this presumption within their own policy base to promote 
sustainable development at the local level. The presumption in favour of sustainable 
development is standard text required to be included in all Local Plans, as instructed by 
Central Government and the Planning Inspectorate. The inclusion of such a policy has been 
accepted within the Warwick and Coventry Local Plans. However, the council would 
welcome any suggested amendments from the Inspector. 
 
Q4.9) Is Policy DS3 justified and sufficiently flexible?  How would ‘sustainable’ in the 
policy be decided?   
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Policy DS3 aims to avoid new unallocated development (except those considered 
acceptable in the policy) outside the defined settlement boundaries. There is flexibility in the 
policy as it allows other uses that can demonstrate a need to be located outside of the 
settlement boundaries. The NPPF (paragraph 9) makes it clear that “pursuing sustainable 
development involves seeking positive improvement in the quality of the built, natural and 
historic environment, as well as in people’s quality of life…”. Decisions should take into 
account the economic, social and environmental role of the development as outlined in the 
NPPF. However, this could be made clearer in the policy wording.  
 
Issue 3: Whether the approach to the Green Belt is justified and consistent with the 
local evidence base and national planning policy.   
 
Q4.10) Is there a robust evidence base that demonstrates that all other reasonable 
options for development land have been examined fully prior to the consideration of 
alteration of Green Belt boundaries?   
 
The approach the Council has taken is set out in the Housing Topic Paper (NBBC/33 – page 
35). This identifies the efforts to overcome constraints on non-Green Belts sites and the 
evidence base which sits behind the decisions made. This included reviewing land at the 
Woodlands, land to the north of HSG1, Tuttle Hill, land to the south of The Long Shoot and 
land at Galley Common. The Borough Plan site selection process placed a preference on 
protecting the Green Belt and siting development on non-Green Belt land. However 48% of 
the land in the borough is currently designated as Green Belt. Of the remaining land outside 
of the Green Belt, a high proportion of this is either already developed, has other constraints 
making it unsuitable for development or was not submitted for consideration through the Call 
for Sites process. The Green Belt in the borough is located to the south of Nuneaton and 
extends down to the southern boundary of the borough, meaning that allocating sites on 
non-Green Belt land only would also result in too much development concentrated to the 
North of Nuneaton. There is thus a spatial-need element in the approach to the future of 
Green Belt.  It was therefore decided that due to the lack of suitable sites within existing 
urban and brownfield areas and the identified need for housing, land put forward in the 
Green Belt would be assessed during the site selection process. Appendix I of the Housing 
Topic Paper demonstrates the extent to which sites were submitted through the SHLAA 
process which were outside of the borough’s Green Belt. 
 
Q4.11) Is the Plan clear on what are considered to be the exceptional circumstances 
to justify the release of land from the Green Belt for housing and employment?  What 
is the key supporting evidence that the Council relies on?  
 
The Green Belt boundary in NBBC has been reviewed given the identified development 
need for the Borough and the lack of capacity on suitable non-Green Belt land. The 
exceptional circumstances present in the borough to justify release of Green Belt land can 
therefore be summarised as below: 

 To achieve sustainable development 
 The need to promote sustainable patterns of development and identify sites in 

sustainable locations 
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 To meet objectively assessed need for housing for both the Borough and the wider 
HMA 

 The need to distribute development across the main settlements in the Borough 
(non-Green Belt land is located predominantly in the north of the Borough) 

 Lack of availability of suitable land outside Green Belt  
 The sites identified for release can meet need that cannot be met elsewhere in the 

borough 
 The sites identified for release are not key sites for fulfilling the 5 purposes of Green 

Belt 
 

In addition, removal of land from the Green Belt will not only help meet the borough’s own 
natural growth requirements but can also help foster sustainable economic growth across 
the borough, increase future prosperity and help meet the vision for other proposed Borough 
Plan policies. Without sufficient housing growth accommodated for, there will be a growing 
shortfall of ‘affordable housing’ and an overall housing affordability issue. The evidence base 
that has informed the above is as follows: 

 Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough 
Council, 2016) [S8] 

 Joint Green Belt Study (LUC, 2015) [P2] 
 Land Use Designations Study (TEP, 2012) [T6-10] 
 Nuneaton and Bedworth Landscape Capacity Study (TEP, 2017) [T30] 
 Accessibility and Settlement Hierarchy Study 2011 (Nuneaton and Bedworth 

Borough Council, 2011) [L1] 
 Updated Assessment of Housing Need: Coventry-Warwickshire HMA (GL Hearn, 

2015) [S12] 
 Affordable Housing Background Paper Final Report 2016 (GL Hearn, 2016) [S2] 
 Employment Land Study: Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council (GL Hearn, 

2016) [M7] 
 
The Council have taken the exceptional circumstances of changing Green Belt boundaries 
into account throughout the plan making process. The Council previously pursued two 
pieces of land to be added to the Green Belt, at the Woodlands and land south of The Long 
Shoot. However, the exceptional circumstances for this change to the Green Belt boundary 
did not exist as it could not be demonstrated that these pieces of land met all five purposes 
of Green Belt.  
 
Q4.12) Is the Green Belt Review evidence justified and does it provide a sound basis 
for altering the Green Belt boundaries as submitted? (NPPF paragraphs 83-85)  Is it 
up-to-date, robust and fit for purpose?  Does it support the consideration of any 
reasonable alternative Green Belt alterations to those proposed in the submitted 
Plan?  
 
The Green Belt Review is justified; it was carried out by a specialist environmental 
consultancy, with oversight provided by officers of the six West Midlands local authorities 
who commissioned the work, and this therefore provides a sound basis for altering the 
Green Belt boundaries as submitted. The review is up-to-date having been published in 
2015, and is robust in that it assessed the Green Belt based on the five purposes of the 
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Green Belt set out in the NPPF, therefore making the assessment fit for the purpose of 
assessing Green Belt. The review supports the consideration of reasonable alternative 
Green Belt alterations to parcels BU5, BE1, N6, BE4. 
 
Q4.13) Has the Green Belt Review used the most appropriate methodology?  Please 
explain.  
 
The methodology is based on good practice across England and LUC’s experience 
elsewhere, and is based on an objective, focused and simple, and consistent methodology. 
 
Q4.14) The Housing Topic Paper at paragraphs 3.5-3.6 refers to paragraph 3-034-
20141006 of the PPG.  Explain how the evidence has considered the guidance at 
paragraphs 3-044-20141006 and 3-045-20141006 of the PPG in relation to plan-
making?  
 
The council has set out the exceptional circumstances to justify the release of Green Belt 
land to accommodate the housing and employment requirements in the Borough Plan in the 
Housing Topic Paper (NBBC/33). In the council’s planning judgement, the need for 
additional land to meet development needs is capable of amounting to an exceptional 
circumstance if, after due consideration of all relevant non‐Green Belt alternatives, the need 
to promote sustainable development patterns, the role and function of the Green Belt and 
the specific characteristics of each site, the benefits of meeting objectively assessed needs 
outweigh the harm to Green Belt purposes caused by the loss of land from it. The NPPF 
(paragraph 14) states that, “Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with 
sufficient flexibility to adapt to rapid change, unless any adverse impacts of doing so would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in 
this Framework taken as a whole, or specific policies in this Framework indicate 
development should be restricted.”  
 
Green Belt is listed as a specific restrictive policy. This is reinforced by paragraph 3-044 of 
PPG (3-044-20141006) which states that “need alone is not the only factor to be considered 
when drawing up a Local Plan”. The council has set out a number of factors as to why the 
exceptional circumstances exist in this Borough. Having established the exceptional 
circumstances, the council also considered the PPG (3-044-20141006) which states that, 
“Green Belt boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the 
preparation or review of the Local Plan.” The council is proposing changes to the Green Belt 
boundaries through the preparation of its Borough Plan. As part of the preparation the 
council has followed the PPG (3-045-20141006) and produced a SHLAA using the Coventry 
and Warwickshire Joint SHLAA Methodology (S7) which pulls together a wide range of 
evidence about the Green Belt, ecology, the historic and natural environment, biodiversity, 
infrastructure and flood risk. The council has also commissioned a SHMA (S10-S13) with the 
Coventry and Warwickshire sub-region to establish what the need for the area should be. 
The council intends to meet the identified need with the proposed allocations within the 
Borough Plan. 
 
The release of Green Belt land will ensure that housing and economic development needs 
will be met within the lifetime of the Borough Plan and therefore that the new Green Belt 
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boundary will not need to reviewed within the plan period, thereby giving the Green Belt the 
long term protection required by policy (NPPF paragraph 83).  
 
 
Q4.15) Having regard to their intended long term permanence, explain why it is 
considered the proposed Green Belt boundaries will be capable of enduring beyond 
the Plan period?  
 
All alterations to the Green Belt have defined boundaries using physical features that are 
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, in line with the NPPF. The council do not 
currently possess any evidence that suggest that the boundaries will require changing 
beyond the Plan period. 
 
Q4.16) Are there the exceptional circumstances to expand the Green Belt designation 
in the Borough? (NPPF paragraph 83) Please explain, including particular reference to 
the Bedworth Woodlands area to the west/north-west of the town.   
 
The council reviewed the exceptional circumstances to expand the Green Belt within the 
Borough. The council is not supporting any expansion to the existing Green Belt within the 
Borough Plan. The review the council undertook is set out in the Green Belt testing 
background paper (B15). The officer recommendations were as follows: 
 
Bedworth Woodlands 
 
There is no exceptional circumstance to warrant the inclusion of Bedworth Woodlands in to 
Green Belt. Do not to pursue the inclusion of Bedworth Woodlands in to the Green Belt. The 
Green Belt assessment of Bedworth Woodlands showed it performing well against only three 
of the Green Belt’s five purposes. The study recommends that it is not appropriate to 
designate as Green Belt. 
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Land south of The Long Shoot 
 
To seek the inclusion of Parcel NB10 into the Green Belt. The Green Belt assessment of 
Parcel NB10 showed it as performing strongly against only four of the Green Belt’s five 
purposes 
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The council sought legal advice for the inclusion of additional Green Belt, this is set out in 
the Scale of Growth Background Paper (C25). In terms of the Woodlands, the site has a long 
and complex history. In summary, although temporarily subject to Green Belt policy in the 
early 1980s (in the Green Belt Local (Subject) Plan for Warwickshire 1982), the site does not 
appear to have ever had full Green Belt status. The following outlines the history of the site:  

• In the 1989 Bedworth Local Plan it was designated Area of Restraint.  
• In the 1993 Local Plan it was allocated for housing.  
• Up until the Proposed Modifications stage of the 2006 Local Plan it was designated 
Area of Restraint.  
• In the final adopted Plan in 2006 it was given a countryside designation. 

 
In the process of preparing the 2006 Local Plan the Woodlands Action Group and CPRE put 
forward a case to have the Woodlands designated Green Belt. However it was considered at 
the time that the Local Plan was not the correct document in which to pursue this re-
categorisation. The 2006 Inspector’s report states ‘the Regional Spatial Strategy will take the 
place of the Structure Plan in this as in many other respects’ (because of changes to the 
planning system in 2004) and that ‘If this were not to be so in this particular case, because 
the changes are too local to be part of regional planning strategy, the Council would be 
authorised to make the changes required under a future Local Development Framework’. In 
December 2008 the Council resolved that the following motion be adopted “This Council 
confirms its long commitment that the Woodlands be returned to the Green Belt". This was 
reaffirmed at a meeting of the Council in April 2012. As a result Cabinet took the decision to 
include a proposal in the Borough Plan Preferred Options document to reflect this.  
 
Green Belt Assessment  
 
Purpose of Green Belt  
 
The Nuneaton and Bedworth Land Use Designation Study Volume 3: Site Analysis and 
Selection (T8) assessed the Woodlands against the 5 purposes of Green Belt contained in 
national policy to identify the extent to which the site contributed to the functions of Green 
Belt. In summary, the purposes are to:  

 
• Check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas  
• Prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another 
 • Assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment  
• Preserve the setting and special character of historic towns  
• Assist urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban 
land.  

 
The study concluded that the Woodlands performs 3 of the 5 identified functions of Green 
Belt in that it;  
 
• prevents sprawl north of Bedworth Heath and west from Bedworth  
• restricts the countryside from encroachment from the north of Bedworth Heath  
• contributes to urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban 
land.  
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It was considered that the site has moderate conformance with Green Belt criteria and is not 
considered appropriate for Green Belt designation.  
 
Demonstrating Exceptional Circumstances  
 
Paragraph 83 of the National Planning Policy Framework states that Green Belt boundaries 
should only be altered in exceptional circumstances. An assessment has been undertaken 
with reference to paragraph 82 of the NPPF to identify whether there are exceptional 
circumstances to justify designating the Woodlands as Green Belt. To prove exceptional 
circumstances there would be a need to:  
 
• demonstrate why normal planning and development management policies would not be 
adequate  
• set out whether any major changes in circumstances have made the adoption of this 
exceptional measure necessary  
• show what the consequences of the proposal would be for sustainable development  
• demonstrate the necessity for the Green Belt and its consistency with Local Plans for 
adjoining areas  
• show how the Green Belt would meet the other objectives of the NPPF.  
 
The findings of the assessment show that exceptional circumstances do not exist because in 
the context of the tests in paragraph 82 of the NPPF: 
 
• There would be adequate protection afforded to the site by other policies within the Plan. 
This includes NB2: Scale and Location of Growth, NB19: Biodiversity and Geodiversity, and 
NB25 Landscape Character.  
• There has been no major change in circumstances that make the exceptional 
circumstances necessary.  
• Designating the site as Green Belt may result in the loss of a sustainable location for 
development.  
• There is no necessity and no risks from an adjoining local authority area.  
• The site has environmental value but other policies in the Plan will provide the necessary 
protection.  
 
Case Law  
 
There is a significant amount of case law on the meaning of exceptional circumstances 
including Carpets of Worth Ltd v Wyre Forest District Council (1991), Lang Homes Ltd v 
Avon County Council (1993), COPAS v Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead (2001) 
and R (Hague) v Warwick District Council (2008). The case law demonstrates that 
exceptional circumstances are required for any revision of a Green Belt boundary and that 
what is capable of amounting to exceptional circumstances is a matter of law, and a plan-
maker may err in law if they fail to adopt a lawful approach to exceptional circumstances. 
Case law shows that there can be no exceptional circumstances to justify changing a Green 
Belt boundary unless it is necessary to change it; and it cannot be necessary to change it 
unless something has fundamentally changed since the boundary was drawn demonstrating 
that whilst a site did not fulfil a Green Belt function when the matter was last reviewed, it 
does now.  
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Conclusions  
 
Policies contained in the emerging Borough Plan offer the Woodlands protection against any 
negative impact on the three Green Belt purposes that the site has been identified to meet. 
Designating the Woodlands as Green Belt is likely to result in the need to designate less 
sustainable locations for development. There are no exceptional circumstances that warrant 
the designation of Bedworth Woodlands as Green Belt and no change in circumstances to 
justify exceptional circumstances. 
 
Q4.17) Has consideration been given to the need for a local policy to enhance the 
beneficial use of Green Belt? (NPPF paragraph 81) 

The provisions in paragraph 81 of the NPPF that once defined the beneficial use of the 
Green Belt should be positively planned for is an important consideration in the borough, 
given the extent of Green Belt proposed for retention. Paragraph 81 is however directed at 
the use of land which is designated as Green Belt, and does not therefore inform the issue 
as to whether exceptional circumstances exist to justify release of land from the Green Belt 
by modification of Green Belt boundaries. The following policies of the submitted Borough 
Plan are relevant to the objectives set out in paragraph 81 of the NPPF:   

 Policy DS7 provides general support for development that improves access and sport 
and recreational use of the Green Belt without compromising its purpose. 

 Policy NE1 and Policy NE2 provide further policy support for increased access and 
recreational use of the borough’s open spaces and green infrastructure  which 
includes Green Belt. 

 


